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ABSTRACT

Using an exact real space renormalization group technique, we show that indefinitely growing
self-avoiding walks on the two dimensional Sierpinski gasket have the value 17 .798625 for the critical
exponent v .
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INTRODUCTION

The self-avoiding random walk (SAW) was
originally proposed as a model of polymer chains
to study the effect of excluded volume in dilute
solutions [1] . Motivated by these successes, several
authors have proposed various generalized versions
of the SAW to describe the different kinds of
statistical and kinetic behaviour of linear polymers,
e .g. growing SAW for 0 - point behaviour [2-3] . It
is important to include the self-avoiding condition
so that unphysical multiple occupancy of a site
cannot occur. To he more explicit, a self-avoiding

random walk on a lattice is a random walk with the
constraint that no lattice point is visited more than
once.

Different types of SAW such as kinetic, true,
indefinitely growing have been introduced to
explain phenomena such as polymer growth in
solution and diffusion limited aggregation.
Indefinitely growing SAW, the IGSAW, is a smart
kinetic random walk. That is, it moves in the lattice
in such a way that it is not trapped . The
construction of SAW is of great physical interest in
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Ftg.l. Sierpinald gaskets of order 1=1,2,3,4.

connection with the kinetics of irreversible growth
processes such as polymerization and kinetic
gelation.

In this paper we present an exact real space
renormalization group technique for SAWs
performed on Sierpinski gasket to determine the
critical exponent v defined by

<N (R)> -- R'4	(I)

where eN (R)> is the mean number of steps and
R is the side of the subgasket . The walks defined
here are the same as those defined by Bradley [4].

THEORETICAL BASIS

The Walks, Generating Fractions and Recursion
Relations

We study the IGSAW, introduced by Kremer and
Lyklema [5], on an infinite Sierpinski gasket [6]
(see Figure 1) . A Sierpinski gasket of orderl
located in the infinite gasket is named a subgasket
of order I . Our aim is to calculate the mean
number of steps <N i p that the walker makes in
order to leave a subgasket of order 1 with the
starting point embedded in it, using equation I . In
order to compute <N ] > and following the
renormalization group technique presented by
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Dhar [7], and Ben-Avraham and Havlin [81, we
need to define four quantities . They are:
0 Pi = The number of SAW in which the walker

enters the subgasket at A and exits at B
without visiting C.

• P2 = The number of SAW in which the walker
enters the subgasket at A and exits at B
after visiting C.

® P 3 = The number of SAW in which the walker
enters the subgasket at A and exits at B
provided that C is already occupied.

x P4 = The number of SAW in which the walker
enters the subgasket at A and exits at B
whithout being able to exit from C due to
the smartness of the move.

These are shown schematically in Figure 2 . We
define the generating functions as

G4i (Z) = ,,Z Pi,i (n) Z° ,

	

i=1,2,3 ; I Z G 1

which satisfy in the following recursion relations

G'1 =G,G4 +G2 G4 +Cr 21 G4 +01 G2 G3,
G '2 = G1 G2 G 4 +G22 G3,
0 '3 =G ! G 4 +G2 G4 +G1 G3 G4+G2 G23,

Cr 'a=Gi G4 +G2 G4 +G] G24 +G 2 GsGs.

To illustrate how these equations are calculated,
the decomposition of G'3 is shown schematically
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Fig.2. Schematic representation of the walks

Flg.3 . Decomposition of G'3 into 4 aubgaskets

below.

	

In order to find the critical exponent v we
To calculate the asymptotic behaviour of <N>, we

	

use the usual renormalization group technique.

define

	

The fixed points of the recursion relation (2) are
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dGi (Z)
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where
co

P
i,l

	

L Pi I(n) = G0 (i).

n=0

and for <N> we have Having diagonalized the
matrix of equation 2, we get the following value for

2=

	

(74/5 )
Hence the critical exponent v is

0 V N1\
0 (345) N 2
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v = 1n2/ln (7~
2

= 0.798625

CONCLUSION

Having used the walks defined by Bradley, with a
correction to the equation (la) of reference 4, and
using the standard renormalization group we have
calculated the correct critical exponent v, which is
different than the one given by Ben-Avraham-
Havlin and therefore it is in a different universality
class than ordinary SAW.
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